FLOORING

Furnishing Hyatt Regency
Zurich Airport The Circle
with oak parquet
from Bauwerk
Villapark True Colours Edition, Oak-smoked
Terra in the Regency Club Lounge © Hyatt
Regency Zürich Airport The Circle

Built near Zurich Airport, Switzerland’s first Hyatt Regency
located at The Circle relies on parquet flooring from
Bauwerk Parkett to furnish its rooms. Across a total area
of 6,150m2 – covering rooms and suites, as well as in the
fitness room, bar and club lounge – has been laid with
oak parquet from the Formpark Mini, Formpark Quadrato,
Villapark and Casapark product ranges.
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FLOORING
Villapark Oak Avorio
in the fitness centre
© Hyatt Regency
Zürich Airport The
Circle

The Hyatt Regency was opened in April
this year as the first of two Hyatt hotels
in the new quarter at Zurich Airport.
The hotel comprises a total of 255
rooms, including 18 suites, a fitness
centre with sauna and relaxation area,
and various gastronomic offerings. The
rooms, president suite, fitness room, bar
and the Regency Club Lounge – these
are areas where guests spend most of
their time during the stay. The personal
well-being as well as the robustness
and longevity of the floor are therefore
key when it comes to the selection of
flooring.

Zurich for several reasons. For instance,
Formpark Mini is made of ecological
and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®)certified oak wood from Europe, and
bear the Cradle-to-Cradle® Bronze
seal for sustainable circular economy,
among others.
Both Formpark Mini and Villapark are
based on high-density fibreboard (HDF)
technology, and have a resource-saving
wear layer, which ensures the longevity
of the parquet floor. The surface
treatment of the parquet is also free

of harmful emissions and ensure a
healthy indoor climate. In this case, the
geographical proximity of the producer
to the customer also enables short
distances in terms of delivery, personal
advice and customer service.
RETHINKING PARQUET WITH THE
FORMPARK FAMILY
Formpark enables the composition of
individual room moods. Depending
on the installation and the incidence
of light, different patterns emerge
that lend exclusivity to every room.

Exterior view of The
Circle © Flughafen
Zürich AG

The choice of flooring for these areas
fell on wood parquet from Bauwerk,
as the company’s parquet is designed
to be resistant in this respect while
contributing to a warm and calm
atmosphere in the rooms. Athanasios
Ntinas, project manager of Kalfopoulos
Architects, explained: “Wood is still
one of the most important ‘tools’ for
our architecture, as it brings tradition,
security and aesthetics all into one.”
Marrying quality and healthy living
Parquet flooring from Bauwerk fits the
rooms as well as the club lounge, bar
and fitness area of the Hyatt Regency in
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Formpark Quadrato
Oak-smoked parquet
in the presidential
suite © Hyatt
Regency Zürich
Airport The Circle

© Hyatt Regency
Zürich Airport The
Circle

Ntinas elaborated: “The product
ranges used from Bauwerk Parkett
offers a wide selection of different
materials and formats, and thus
optimally support our varied colours
and material concepts in the Hyatt
Regency Zurich Airport The Circle.”
Formpark consists of two plank formats
that can be used to compose numerous
room atmospheres. The proportions

have been chosen in such a way
that the parquet planks can be laid
both parallel and at right angles to
each other, which allows different
laying patterns. In the hotel rooms,
Formpark Mini in the colour Oak
Avorio was laid parallel to each other
— the straight lines of the pattern
bring a certain tranquillity to the
rooms on one hand, and a modern
look on the other. In the presidential
suite, the smoked oak parquet –
a more environmentally-friendly
alternative to exclusive tropical
woods – in Formpark Quadrato
format was laid in a herringbone
pattern, adding further exclusivity to
the rooms alongside the furniture.
A RELAXING HOTEL STAY
In addition to their healthy living
properties, the Formpark, Villapark
and Casapark from Bauwerk combine
other aspects that ensures the wellbeing of guests at the Hyatt Regency
Zurich Airport The Circle.
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The brushed and textured surface
of Formpark Mini and Formpark
Quadrato creates a natural look and
feel. This creates a pleasant, warm
and tranquil atmosphere which
promotes relaxation and invites
guests to linger. Furthermore, the
oak parquet has an optimal degree
of hardness, which creates a relaxed
feeling when stepping on it.
Especially in hotels which host a large
number of guests each year, a robust
and resilient floor that remains good
after long and intensive use is of key
importance. The wood texture and
natural oiled surface structure of the
Formpark Mini allow for easy cleaning
and refreshing of the parquet. If
signs of wear become apparent,
individual planks can be replaced. The
combination of comfort, durability
and healthy living therefore makes
Formpark Mini a strong choice of
flooring for the Hyatt Regency Zurich
Airport The Circle. P

